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INTRODUCTION
Stability studies had their beginnings in history
in the works of Aristotle and Archimedes. Two different
points of view were expressed by these two men. The former
author investigated the motion occurring after a pertur
bation, and he determined the stability of the unperturbed
state from the course of the motion. This process was
called the kinematic method. This method was used mainly
by astronomers in those days to investigate the stability
of motion of technical systems. In Archimedes1 studies,
the purely geometric situation occurring after the pertur
bation of a system was used to determine the stability of
the unperturbed system. There is another process of
investigating stability, which is called the energy method.
This method, which is of great importance in the theory of
elastic bodies, also contributed to the development of a
stability theory which is almost complete, but, has only
limited regions of applicability. (seeOO) However, E. J.
Routh made an attempt to generalize this method. He tried
to extend the energy criteria to an investigation of the
stability of states of motion. This was the first attempt
to establish a unified stability theory for all branches of
mechanics.
Today various methods exist for investigating the
stability of solution of linear and nonlinear systems of
differential equations. In this paper, we are concerned
with those techniques first developed by A. Liapunov in
his famous memoir published in Russian in 1892. This work
was later translated into French in 1907 with the title
"Probleme general de la stabilite* du mouvement". The pro
cess described herein is known as Liapunov's direct or
second method. It is based on the concept that the potent
ial energy of a conservative dynamical system has a relative
minimum at a stable equilibrium point. This second method
has been recognized to be very general and powerful in the
qualitative theory of differential equations for the
reason that questions of stability can be addressed without
actually having the solution of the system.
Chapter One of this paper contains an explanation of
the basic notion of an equilibrium point of a differential
system. Also a discussion of the characteristic roots of
a linear system of differential equations is given. Chapter
Two contains the traditional classifications of stability,
(stable, asymptotically stable, unstable) along with
definitions of a number of other types of stability that are
currently being investigated in the literature. Theorems
are included that demonstrate the relationship between the
different types of stability. The principal result in this
chapter is the establishment of sufficient conditions for a
linear system of differential equations to be stable or un
stable. Chapter Three contains a development of the second
method of Liapunov. Examples are given of how to construct
Liapunov functions for simple cases. The paper concludes
with Chapter Four which contains a number of examples to
illustrate the theory of Liapunov.
CHAPTER I
0 -I ) Basic Concepts And Definitions
There is no absolute definition of Stability.
The concepts "Stability" and "Instability" originat
ed in mechanics as characteeization of the equili
brium of a rigid body. The equilibrium is said to
be stable if the body resumes its original position
after every sufficiently small displacement.
Similarly, a motion is called stable if it is in
sensitive to small pertubations.
Throughout th& paper, real systems of different
ial equations will be considered and the following
notations will be used. The real intervals
a<t<b, a£t<b, a£t<cb, and a<t*b will be de
noted by (a,b), [a»t>3> Ea«b) and (a.bj respectively.
Let i I denote the interval o<t§eo and R° de
note Euclidean n-space. For xeft.n, Let ||x|| be
the Euclidean norm of x. For an nxn matrix A =
(a;: ), define the norm |i AH of A by If Alt =f>Uli\| .
It is easily seen that for two nxn matrices A, B
and an n-vector x, we have
|JA + Bj •£ IIAil + |lBt\
If AB|| £ //A II || BII
II AX || I //A|| //Xfl
The closure of a set S will be denoted by s, and
N(c,s) represents the £- neighborhood of S. We de
note d(P,s) the distance between a point P and a
set s, and shall sometimes denote by $*the set of
x such that I! x (I = <*.
Consider a system of differential equation
(LI •»•) If!- = F(t,x),
where x is an n-vector and F(t,x) is an n-vector
function which is defined on a region I x R°and is
continuous through a point (te ,xj in I x R will
be denoted as x(t; x6 , t0). Also, x will sometimes
Ax
be written for 33?" •
(|.2) The Phase-Plane
The writer's aim is to obtain as complete a des
cription as possible of all solution of system of
differential equations
(1.2.1) aF=f(x,,xa), ^= g(x, ,xa).
We observe that every solution x, = Xj(t), xa= xx(t)
of (|.2.|) defines a curve in the three-dimensional
space t, x, , x^. That is to say, the set of all
points (t,x,(t), xa(t)) describe a curve in the
three-dimensional space t,x, , xa. For example,
the solution x, = cosft), xt=. sin$)of the system of
differential equations (/• 2• 2).|j*j = -x, , ^= x,
eft c|fc
describes a helix (see figure |.|) in t,x,, x^space
o m m m
Figure |.|
ba
ilie geometric theory of differential equations be
gins with the important observation that every
solution x,= x,(t), x,L= x-Jt), te^ t* t,, of (/-a-i)
also defines a curve in the x,, xa plane. This
means that, as t runs from t0 to t, , the set of
points (x,(t), x^(t)) trace out a curve in x, , xA
plane. This curve is called the orbit or trajectory,
of the solution x, = x, (t), xa= xi(t), and the
xi »XA Plane 1S called the phase - plane of solution
of (i .%. j)
(1.3) Non linear Differential Systems
A large number of practical problems in the cont
rol of electrical, mechanical, thermal, and other
engineering systems may be reduced to the study of
a system of differential equations of the type
(1.3.1) ^.= F (t,x,,xA ,xn ),
3"2T" = F (t
jf = F (t, XpXj^,. .. . Xn / ,
where the quantities Fj, are functions, not necessa
rily linear, of the n+1 variables t,x(, xA, •.
Xo » ♦ If x, ,xa>t... .xo are regarded as components
of an n-vector x and F, , FA, ..... Fn as components
of n - vector F, equation (1.3.1) may be written in
abbreviated form as
& = F(t,x)
We recall that when the variable t does not appear
formally in the right hand member of (f.t.l.), the
system is said to be an autonomous system; other
wise, it is called nonautonomous. A nonautonomous
system can be rewritten as
(1.3.2) i*« = F(x)
A solution x, = x, (t)
xA= xa(t)
of (j.3.2) may be regarded either as a curve in the
space of the n+ variables t,x, ,xa, ... xn or as a
curve in the space of n variables x, , xa, x3,. .. ,
xn with t regarded as a parameter. In the latter
case, the curve is called a trajectory in the phase
space - the space of the . variables x, , xa ,xn.
Any point (a, , aa , an) that provides a
solution of the system of equations
F, (x, ,xa xn) = o,
•in'XijX^,...} X,,) = 0
is called an equilibrium point of the system ((.3.2).
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It is important to study the behaviour of trajectories
in the neighborhood of an equilibrium point and for
this purpose it is usually convenient to assume that
the equilibrium point is at the origin. The trans
lation
x;= a^+ z; (i = 1,2 n)
transforms the system
(1.3.3.) ||f-= X(x)
into the equivalent syem
(1-3.4) ^T = Z(z),
where Z(z) = X(a+z), and an equilibrium point
(a,, aa an) of the system (1.3.3.) becomes the
equilibrium point (0,0 0) of the system (1.3.4).
(1.4) Characteristic Roots
To solve the linear system with constant coeffi
cients
(1.4. |) *, = a,,x,+'aia>. x^ + + a,n xo
* + t+ x
Xft= ao, x, + anaxA + +annxn
recall that we try for a solution of the form
X ^ { G
This leads to the characteristic equation
(1-4.2)
a*u an» am,-A
This is a polynomial equation of degree n in with
real coefficients. The variety of possible roots
of such an equation is well known, and the types of
terms that appear in the general solution of (1.4.1)
are of the form
whereA is a characteristic root (possibly imaginary)
and P(t) is a polynomial in t. In chapter two it
will be shown that if some root A has a positive
real part (for example, whenA = 2, or when A= 3 + 4i),
some solutions, at least, will not remain bounded
as t approaches eo» and the origin will be unstable.
If however characteristic root has a negative real
part, every term < J .4.2.) in the solution will tend
to 0, as t approaches ©a, and the origin will be
asymptotically stable. (These terms will be defined
in chapter two).
CHAPTER II
STABILITY THEORY AND EXAMPLES
(2.1) Definitions of Stability
Consider the system that is
where x is an n-vector. Suppose that F(t,x) is con
tinuous in (t,x) on I x D, where D is a connected
open set in Rn.
Let C be a class of solutions of (I.I.I.) which re
main in D and Let Xo(t) be an element of C. Sett
ing x » y + xo(t), the system (I.I.I.) is transformed
into
4fc= F (t, y +
F (t, xo(t )
Let's denote the right-hand side of (2.1.1) by
G(t,y). Clearly G(t,o)sO and the zero solution
y(t) = 0 of (2.1.1) corresponds to xo(t). Therefore,
it is sufficient to discuss the stability of
y(t)s 0 of (2.|.|) in place of xo(t). For this
reason, the writer assumes without loss of generality
that F(t,o);0 and that D is a domain such that
tlx||<:H, H>0
Here, the writer gives the definitions of stability
in the sense of Liapunov.
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DEFINITION 2.1.1. The solution x(t) = o of (|.|.|)
fat = F(t,x)) Stable, if for any £>«» and i;el there
exists a £(to,£) o such that if If x|| < <J" (V»£),
we have |)x (tsx, ,to )(|<e for all t> tft .
DEFINITION 2.1.2. The zero solution of (Ml) is
Uniform-Stable, if theJabove is independent of V
DEFINITION 2.1.3. The zero solution of (|.|.|) is
asymptotically Stable, if x(t)= o is stable and if
there exists a c£(t )>o such that if ||x||<«fo(t ),
x(t;xe,tj^o as t-»«
If a Solution is not stable, then it is said to be
unstable. In addition to the above traditional
classifications of stability, the current literature
contains other types of stability that are being in
vestigated. We will define a few of these types for
the interested reader.
DEFINITION 2.1.4. The zero solution of (i.|.l) is
quasi-equiasymptotically stable, if given any£>o
and any to 6 I, there exist a «To(to)^0 and a T
(t0 , e)/>o such that if ||xj{ < <fo(to), ||x(t;xo,
to)II<£ for all t2 to + T (to, £).
DEFINITION 2.1.5. The zero solution of (|.|.|) is
equiasymptotically stable, if it is stable and is
quasi-equiasymptotically stable.
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DEFINITION 2. .6. The zero solution of (|.t.l) is
quasi-uniform asymptotically stable, if the St and
the T in Definition (2.1.4) are independent oft0.
DEFINITION 2.1.7. The zero solution of (I.I.I) is
Uniform-asymptotically stable, if it is uniform
stable and is quasi-uniform-asymptotically stable.
DEFINITION 2.1.8. The zero solution of (I.I.I) is
exponential-asymptotically stable, if there exists
a^>Oand given any£>o, there exists a cT(£)>o
such that if ||xo|U<T(£),
II x (t; Xo , to)|| ^ £expEy\(t - to)
for all tztp,
It is noticed that if x(t) = o is the unique
solution of (I.I.I) through the point (0,0), then
quasi-equiasymptotic stability of x(t)=o implies
the stability of x(t) = o. It is clear that if
the zero solution of (I.I.I) is stable, then the.
solution of (I.I.I) through the point
(t0 , o), tD e I, is unique to the right.
(2.2) Theorems on Stability
Now we observe some relationships between the
definitions above. First of all, the writer con
siders a linear system
(2.2.1.) 4k = A(t)x
where A(t) is an nxn matrix of continuous funct
ions defined on I. Let X(t) be a non-singular
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solution of the matrix equation associated with
(2.2.j). Then, the solution of (2.2.J) through
(to>x) has the form x(t;x6,to) = x(t) x~l {to)x0
(see £23).
THEOREM 2.2.1. If the solution x(t)30of (2.2-/) is asymp
totically stable, then it is equiasymptotically
stable.
PROOF: Since the asymptotic stability implies that
all elements of X(t) tend to zero as t-»°*> , there
exists a T(t»,E.)?o such that if t§T(to,^),
llx(t) x*'(to)J<% where £ is given and£>o is a
constant.
Therefore, if l|Xo)|<fo and tgtB + T(te,£),
llx(t; xo, to) =|X (t )x"VtJ||||x.lke ,
which shows that x(t) s 0 of x = Ax is equiasymp-
totically stable.
THEOREM 2.2.2. If the zero solution of x = Ax is uniform -
asymptotically stable, then it is exponential-
asymptotical ly stable.
PROOF: For a fixed to,cX(t) X"1 (to) is a matrix
solution, where c?0 is a constant. From Uniform-
stability, it follows that l\ cX(t)X"'(to )//<•'
for small c, which implies the existence of a con
stant N>| such that ||X(t) x"'(to )!l £ N for all
tU t^o. Since x(t) = o is quasi-uni form - asymp
totically stable, a T>o 3
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^ for all t2:to+ T, and hence,
(|x(t) x~'(to)({< 2"KN for t?te+ kT, where k is a
positive integer.
Thus, we have
IIx (t) x-'(tft)lf< 2 Ne(t-t0),A= l092/T,
for all t g tb > o
; xo, Off - |( X(t) x"1 (O xo/|
Therefore, the zero solution is exponential-
asymptotically stable.
The following theorem gives sufficient conditions
for stability and instability for linear system.
THEOREM 2.2.3
(a) Every solution X "CJ>(t) of (2.2.J) is stable
if all the eigenvalues of A have negative
real part.
(b) Every solution x =$ (*) of (2-2-D is unstable
if at least one eigenvalue of A has positive
real part.
(c) Suppose that all the eigenvalues of A have
real part £ o and A, = ier, ,... .AL= 1oj,
have zero real part. Let Aj = i«»j have multi
plicity Kj. This means that the characterist




where all the roots of c»(A) have negative real
part. Then, every solution x =(J>(t) of (2.2.1)
is stable if A has kj linearly independent
eigenvectors for each eigenvalue Aj=£.o- .
Otherwise, every sol ution (j> (t) is unstable.
The first step in proving Theorem 2.2.3 is to
show that every solution <J> (t) is stable if the equi
librium solution x(t) = o is stable and every
solutionqS(t) is unstable if x(t) = o unstable.
Letiy(t) be any solution of x = Ax. We ob
serve thatz(t) =4>(t) -«p(t) is a solution of
(2.2.|). The equilibrium solution x(t) = 0 is
stable.
On the other hand suppose that x(t) = o is un
stable. Then, there exists a solution x = h(t)
which is very small initially, but which becomes
large as t approaches infinity. The function
4>(t) =(|>(t) + h(t) is clearly a solution (if (2.2. I).
Moreover, lp(t) is close tot|>(t) initially, but di
verges from<[>(t) as t increases. Therefore, every
solution x =<l>(t) of (2.2.|) is unstable.
The next step in proving Theorem (2.2.3) is to
reduce the problem of showing that n quantities
^j(t), j = I ......n are small too much simpler
problem of showing that only one quantity is
small. This can be accomplished by introducing the





be a vector with n components. The numbers
x, , xx...,xn may be real or complex. We define the
length of x, denoted by (| x |J as




|\x|| =3 and if
x =
then ||x || = 5
The concept of the length, or magnitude of a
vector corresponds to the concept of the length, or
magnitude of a number. We observe that x 0
for any vector x and ||x |{ = o only if x = o.
Secondly, we observe that
HAxU = max (|/\x,| ,1/lx^l ,.. .|Jixn{j =
Ix,|....|xjj- \M II x II .
Finally, we observe that
||x + y || = max { |x,+y,| |
§ max[lx,l + ly,|,..., fxj +/y
17
+ maxdy,/ •••
= ||x|t + l|yll.
PROOF OF THEOREM 2.2.3
(a) Every solution x = *l»(t) of x = Ax is of the
formlj/(t) =ZAy(o). let^\j(t) be the
element of the matrix eAfc , and let ip^^
• • • jHC be the components oft^(o). Then,
the tth component of lj>(t) is
Suppose that all the eigenvalues of A have
negative real part. Let -cfpbe the largest
of the real parts of the eigenvalues of A.
For every number -«s with -oft< -pf<*o,
we can find a number k such that
, t = 0. Similarly,
for some positive constants k and«(.
^Hvp (o)|| . Hence
= Maxf |uJ,(t)| ....J^tjlJnke
Lete>o be given. Choose S(&) =£/nk
Then, ||lj>(t)l|<£ if ||Cp (o)/| < S(£) and
t2o, since
II «f>(t)|5 nke*fcIIV (o)«< nk€/nk =£
Similarly, the equilibrium solution x(t) = 0
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is stable.
(b) Let Abe an eigenvalue of A with positive real
part and let V be an eigenvector of A with
eigenvalue . Then,v[)(t) = CeAtv is a solution
of x = Ax for constant C. If A is real then v
is also real and l|l|>(t)|/ = | c fe^ II V II .
Clearly, |j\ff (t)// approaches infinity as t
approaches infinity, for any choice of c^o , no
matter how small. Therefore, x(t) = 0 is un
stable. If/A= Q(+t/S is complex, then V =
v + iv is also complex. In this case
cospt + isinJJt)(v'+ iv*)
(vcospt - vasinpt) t= e*fc
is a complex - valued solution of x = Ax.
Therefore (t) = C (v cosBt - v sinBt)
is a real - valued solution of x = Ax, for
any choice of constant c.
H^(t)tl" is unbounded as t approaches infinity
if c and either v1 or vais non zero.
Thus, x(t) = 0 is unstable.
(c) If A has kj linearly independent eigenvectors
for each value Aj=t*Tj of multiplicity kj ,
then we can find a constant k such that
l(eAt) cj I § K.
S nk I/U>(o)|| for every solution
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q>(t) of (2.2.1). It now follows immediately
from the proof (a) that X(t) = 0 is stable.
(2.3) EXAMPLES OF STABILITY THEOREMS
EXAMPLE 2.3.)







is stable, asymptotically stable or unstable
The characteristic polynomial of the matrix
is
A = -10 0
-2 -I 2
-3 -2 -|
P(A) = (detA - Al) =
det
f-l-A 0 0 7
-2 -U2 /
L-3 -2 -\-AJ
= -(I+A)3- 4(1+/*) = - (l+A)(A*+2A+5)
Hence, = -| and = -I + 2i are the eigen-
val ues of A.
Since all three eigenvalues have negative
real part, we conclude that every solution
of x = Ax is asymptotically stable.
20
EXAMPLE 2.3.2




x "I 2 0|x
is stable, asymptotically stable, or stable
SOLUTION: The characteristic polynomial of the matrix
(2 oi
is




Thus the eigenvalues of A areA= +\fp i.
Therefore, by part (c) of Theorem (2.2.3),
every solution x =<Kt) of x = Ax is stable.
EXAMPLE 2.3.3









- (I -A)*- 25
Hence A = 6 andA= -4 are the eigenvalues of
A. Since one eigenvalue of A is positive,
we conclude from part (b) of theorem (2.2.3)
that the above differential equation is un
stable. -
The theory developed for linear systems can some
times be used to investigate questions of stability
for nonlinear systems.
Consider now the nonlinear system
(2.4.1)
Xj = -2x, - 3xa + x|
The linear terms in f|.3.3) yield the equations of
variation
(2.4.2) x, = xa
xa = -2x, - 3xA
The origin is asymptotically stable for the system
(2.4./), since the characteristic roots A = -1, -2
are negative. In as much as the nonlinear term in
(2.4.1) is small near the origin, we would expect
that the system (2.4.2) would determine the stability
of the origin in (2.4.1). It does, and the origin
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in (2.4.1) is asymptotically stable.
Consider, finally, the system
(2.4.3) *, = Xx
xa = -3xa + KxJ
where K is a constant^ 0. In this case, the equat-
ions of variation are
(2.4.4) i, = xA
xa = -3xA
and while the origin is an isolated equilibrium
point for (2.4.3) it is not for (2.4.4), for every
point of the x - axis is an equilibrium point for
(2,4.4). In the latter case, the characteristic




and the characteristic roots areA= o, -3. The
characteristic roots do not give us enough infor
mation to determine the stability of the origin for
the system (2.4.3), in which the nonlinearity is
the decisive factor. Liapunov's theory which will
be discussed later on in the paper will tell us
rather quickly that when k<0, the origin asymptoti
cally stable and, almost as quickly, that the origin
is unstable when K? 0.
CHAPTER III
THE DIRECT METHOD OF LIAPUNOV
f3-1) DEFINITION 3.1.1. Let the class K consist of all
continuous, real-valued, strictly increasing
functions ^(r), o#r * a, which vanish at r = 0
Ut 0<b * a and to?» r, and suppose that
v(t,x) is a real valued function, continuous
together with its first partial derivatives in the
set B = [(t,x)|to* t£«* , II xl| £ bj
Furthermore, assume that V(t,O) = 0 for t^t*
DEFINITION 3.1.2. The function v(t,x) is positive
(or negative) definite if there exists a function*?
in the class K such that V(t,x)2 (p(l|x/|) or
V(t,x)£ - <f(||x(/ ) for all (t,x) in B.
DEFINITION 3.I.3. The function v(t,x) is said to be
descrescent or to admit an infinitestimal upper
bound if there exists h >o and a function^in class
K such that 1v(t,x)|g<f>( fl xl( ) for |(x(f h and
THEOREM 3.1.1
If a function v(t,x) exists that is positive
definite, and whose derivative V is non positive,
then the solution x(t) = 0 of x = F(t,x) is stable.
23
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PROOF: Since V is positive definite, there exists
a function <fin K such that 0<£ (I) xll )
SV(t.x) for 0<||xS b and t * te . Given£>o,Let
me = min<f ( 11x1/ ), so
-Since V is continuous and v(t,o) = o, we can
choosecT?- o so that V(to,xJ<Me if lfxJ/<£
Furthermore, since V is nonpositive, t, g ttoand
lixof|<£ implies v(t, , x(t, ; t#,^))
^(t^.xft^to x,,)) = v(to,xD)< me.
Now suppose that for some t, > to we have
llx(t( ;to,xo)/|« e When I|xo||<<T . This
would imply that
V(t, ,x(t, ; to, xo))iq( || x (t, ; t^xjll)
= ^f(£)? m which is a contradiction. Therefore,
if II xo|/<J , then the solution x(t;to,xo) is
defined for t§ te and satisfies ilx(t;t» ,^)||<£
which implies that the solution x(t) = 0 is
stable.
DEFINITION 3.1.4. A function V(t,x) satisfying the
hypotheses of Theorem 3J.I is called a liapunov
function of the equation (I.I.I). Thus v = v(x)
is a positive (negative) definite function if
(a) V is continuous together with its partials
in some neighborhood of the origin, and
(b) V(x)£0 (or£ 0), with equality only when
x = 0.
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The following theorem, gives sufficient con
ditions for the equilibrium solution of an
autonomous system to be asymptotically stable by
using the Liapunov function. The proof is some
what lengthy and will be omitted. However, several





Let the functions (f (x) be of class K in an open
region H containing the origin and suppose that the
origin is an isolated equilibrium point of this
system.
If there exist a function V(x) of class K that
is positive definite in H and has the nesting pro
perty there, and if V# 0 along trajectories, with
the origin (that is, the null trajectory) the only
solution of dx =<£(x) for wh.ch -v = Qf then the
origin is asymptotically stable and every solution
in B tends to the origin as t->+«"°.
To illustrate the above theorem consider the
system
(3.1.2) dxj = x
26
that has an isolated equilibrium point at the origin.
We choose
(3-».3) V(x,,xa) = »/2 (x* + 2x? + x?),
noting that V is positive definite neighboring the
origin and that the origin is the only critical
point of V(x,,xa). Calculating V we have
V = Xj(-2x, -3xa-2x,a ) + (2x,+2xf )xA= -3xJ
Clearly, V = 0, and since xx - 0 is not a trajectory
of (3.1.2), VjfcO along all trajectories except the
null trajectory at the origin.
From the above theorem, we conclude that the
equilibrium point at the origin of the system (3.1.2)
is asymptotically stable.
In case one wonder's how the function V(x, ,xa)
given by (3.1.3) was determined, this was done in
the following way. To study the stability or in
stability equation
x + p(x,x) = 0,
where p(x,x) is of class K near (0,0) and (0,0)
is an isolated zero of p(x,x), it is helpful to
write the equivalent first-order system
(3.1.4) x, = xa
h. = -P(x» »xa )•
For a wide class of functions p(x, ,xa), the function
(3.1.5) 2V(x, ,xa) = x^ + 2 I p(x,? 0) dx,, enables one
to determine the stability or instability of the
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equilibrium point at the origin of the system (3.1.4).
An application of (3.(.5) to (3.1.2) yields (3.1.3)
at once.
EXAMPLES 3.1
EXAMPLE 3.U. Given the second-order equation
(3.1.6) x + «^(x) = 0 whereq is continuous
differential, <J(0) = 0 and xei (x).> 0 , we
consider the corresponding system
(3.1.7) x, = xa , xa = - yX| )
The hypothesis insures that (0,0) is the only cri
tical point. The total energy of the system is given
by
(3.1.8) V(x, ,xa) = X*/A + E(x )
= ^A + X' Vs) ds
where E(x, ) is the potential energy integral.
The function V is continuously differentiable,
V(0,0) = andx,^(x,)> 0 implies V(x, ,xa)>0
for (xi.x^)^ (0,0) and therefore V is positive
definite. Also,
(3.1.9) V = V*,*, + \ xA= ^(x, )xa + xa(-<^(x, ))a o
and hence V is a liapunov function and therefore
the critical point (6,0) is stable
EXAMPLE 3.1.2. For the system
(3.1.10) x, = -xa- x?
&
- x, — xA
We consider the function V(x, ,xA) = xf + x£
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Certainly V is positive definite and furthermore,-
(3.1.II) V = 2x, (-X.-X* ) + 2xa(x, -xj )
- -2(x? +£)
is negative definite. Therefore the critical point
(0,0) is asymptotically stable.
EXAMPLE 3.1.3. Suppose we are given a set of
functions £(f (x)j called controls, such that for any
(f the system
(3.1.12) * = f(x,<f (x))
has unique solutions, and f(O,Cf(O)) = 0, so that
the origin is a critical point. The object is to
choose controls so that the trajectories of the
corresponding system return to the origin - that is,
to an equilibrium position.
A natural choice for a Liapunov function is V(x)
■ d(x), the distance from x to the origin. The
function d(x) is positive definite, and if we wish
to avoid having trajectories tend away from the
origin we must choose9(x) so that d(x)<o for x ft 0
Finally, to ensure that the trajectories always
return to a state of equilibrium, we must have
d(o) = o; that is d(x) must be negative finite.
(4.1)
CHAPTER IV
STABILITY OF CONTROL SYSTEMS
Stability investigations are important in con
trol theory. One of the important questions is to
design the control system in such a way that it
will be stable for all cases, at least in the large.
A nonlinear problem will be investigated using
the Liapunov stability theorem.
EXAMPLE 4.1 Let us consider the application of the
Liapunov theory to a nonlinear problem of control
theory (Fig. 4.1). Let us assume that the different
ial equations of the control loop are given by
x + ax + by = c
y = F (<r)
•*"" - ex + gx + hx -k^
fF1g. 4.f)
Course of the nonlinear




The coefficients are (a,b,c?0) and F
is a nonlinear function that satisfies
F(o) = 0, <rF(o-)> 0
By means of transformation
(4.1.2) «J, = x, «J «= x , - y
is transformed into the system
(4.1.3) q = _qo - b« + c,
^ = F[e»+ (g-ah)c^- (k-bhfy + chj
The following stationary solution is obtained for
%> = 0 the stability of which will now be in
vestigated:
(4.1.4) ^ = ***."&■ 0.^ - c/b
The trial solution §; = %-],*> 4j =^ leads to the
following variational equations from (4.1.3):
(4.1.5) 4A= -(a|a+ bC3),
^3= F[e$, - (g-ah)Sa - (k+bh)$3"]
The following positive definite function V is
selected as Liapunov's function:
V= A(a/b€<J + S3f + BSj +
{4. |.6) <r* = eg, + (g-ah)§A- (k+bh)§ , with the constants
A, B, C which are assumed to be greater than zero.
Let us now form
dv fcv r + £v » + ^v > ,
which becomes, making use of (4.(.5) and (4.1.6)
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eC - aC (g-ahj] F (cr* )£a
+ [2A + 2B - bC (g-ah)J F
If we set
(4.1.7) (||AJ+ c(e _ ag
2(A+B) = bC(g-ah),
k+bh> o,
the remaining terms are
&- -(^(a^ + b§3 )* - C(k-bh) Fa(<r*)
which is negative semi definite function. The
stationary solution (4.1.4) is therefore stable
according to Theorem (3.J.J) for the assumptions
(3.1.7).
If the first two conditions of (4-1-7) are
solved for A and B which are assumed to be
positive, it follows that
A = bC_ (ag-e-aah)?O, B=bc(g-ah)-2A
2
These conditions, together with the third con
dition of (4.1.7) and the fact that a,b>-0 leads to
the conditions




Hence the solution (4.1.4) is stable.
(4.2) STABILITY OF VIBRATIONS
This example is restricted to nonlinear
vibrations of one-mass systems. This makes it
possible to deal with the most important questions
of modern stability theory without any great
difficulty.
Let us assume a Vibration process given by the
nonlinear differential equation (figure 4.2).
(4.2.1) x + w*x -/4$(x,x) + G(t)
wo is a given constant,/u is a small parameter, <J>
is a nonlinear function, and G is a periodic
function.
The first possibility is to discuss problem
(4.2.|) in the phase plane. The phase curves can
be obtained with the isocline method. For example,
the method can only be recommended when G = 0,
that is, when the mechanical process is autonomous.
If, in addition, (j> is only a function of x, the
phase curve can be determined exactly by integrating
(4.2.1)
x = /?[E - U(x)]^
xx= 2[e - U(x)]
l/2x*= E - U(x)
E = l/2x1+ U(x)
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surface and phase curves.
If the phase curve equation depends on the para
meter, the stability investigation consists of
determining the change in the properties of the
equilibrium positions as the parameter is varied,
EXAMPLE 4.2. Let us consider
(4.2.2) x + w*x +/<xs = 0.
The phase curves are determined by integrating
(4.2.2)
11 o J/* j. We X , /ft X — r
/ C X + 5 + —i t
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x* + 2^^ +/*x* = 4E
X* = 4E - 2w*xa -/<x4
xa = 1/2(4E - 2w?xa -
Fig. 4.3
x =f(^ g 4E -
Phase:
The phase diagram shows that the stability of the
equilibrium positions
x = x = 0, as well as that of the periodic
solutions, do not change if the parameters wpor/*
are changed.
The periodic solutions have orbital stability
with respect to pertubations of initial conditions.
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(4.3) STABILITY OF THE GYROSCOPE
Let me describe the gyroscope motion in the
rotating body - fixed reference system x,y,z along
with the principal axes of inertia. The following
vector equation of motion is obtained from the
notion of angular momentum:
(4'3J)
D = (D*, Dy , Da) is the angular momentum com
ponents satisfy
Dx= Aw* , Dy = Bwy , Dt= Cut, , where A,B,C are
the principal moments of inertia. Therefore, the
components of (4.3.|) are
Aw,, + (c - B) wy w, = Mx
(4.3.2) r
Bwy+ (A - c) w*wt= My
Cwt+ (B - A) wxWy= Mx.
EXAMPLE 4.2. Let us consider the gyroscope motion
without forces, so that M = 0. Therefore, equation
(4.3.2) results in
(4.3.3) Awx+ (c - B) wywa= 0
Bwy+ (A - c) WkW2= 0
Cw4 + (B - A) w* wy = 0
One stationary motion is given by w»o = Const
Wyo = wxt> = 0 because these values satisfy the system
(4.3.3).
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Let us investigate the stability of the motion by
setting W* = w«, +§( , wy = §a , W* = 53
The following nonlinear variational equations are
obtained from (4.3.3):
Afe, + (c - B) 5a §3 =0
(4.3.4) BSa+ (A - c)(w«+£, )|3 = 0
CS3+ (B - A)(W«*+s, )S^ = 0
The following nonlinear variational equations are
obtained from (4.3.4)
a£, + (c - Bjg^j = 0
(4.3.5) Bga + (A - c) wXft§ +(A - c)%letJ = 0
CJjj + (B - A)vJxo€A +(B - A)5,§a = 0
The investigation is carried out by the small
oscillation method and it is necessary to linearize
the problem by setting products of the variations
equal to zero.
Eq. (4.3.5) is simplified as follows:
S, = 0
(4.3.6) lA = [(c - A)/ b]
ij ■ [(A - B)/c]
The linearized system (4.3.6) has the characteristic
equation
-A 0 0
0 -A [(c - A)/b]w« = 0
0 [(A - B)/c] w* -A
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(A - C)(A - B) w*J = 0
BC J
The roots of this equation are
^1= 0 , AX)l= i w^,[(c - A)(A -
If C<A<B or C>A>B, then one of the roots Al
has a positive real part.
Two imaginary roots are obtained for A<B<C
or A>B>C, which are rotations around the axis
corresponding to the smallest or largest principal
moment of inertia. Since A,= 0 always holds, this
is the critical case.
The following positive definite Liapunov
function is used in the case A< B<: C (rotation about
the axis corresponding to the smallest principal
moment in inertia):
V = B(B - A)§* + c(c - § +
ACCJ+ 2§,
It is very easy to see that v = o, so that the
stationary solution is stable.
The following positive definite Liapunov
function is used for the rotation around the axis
corresponding to the largest principal moment of
inertia for A? B ^ C.
V - B(A - B)€* + c(A - C)§J + [b£+ c£+ A(«f+ 2^H«.
v = o also holds, so that the stationary motion
is stable.
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